
CAMA Assetstore is nominating The Essex Serpent for its commitment 
to working more sustainably in very challenging circumstances. The 
production was a Band 3 TV Production with over 250 crew, a large cast, 
spread over Essex and London, including incredible difficult locations 
set in the Essex Estuary landscape and was created between July 2020 
and November 2021, right at the height of the COVID pandemic. 
 
The Art Department had to create set pieces in the Essex salt marshes 
and estuaries. They were working in locations where the tide directly 
effects access and the ability to put anything in place in advance which 
meant the logistics were very difficult. Crew, equipment, materials, 
props and even goats all had to be sent out via boat. Despite this, effort 
was made by the crew to work more sustainably.

Nominated by CAMA Assetstore 
Corporate member of the BFDG

Key sustainability champions:
Lily Limmer – Sustainability Officer
Alice Normington, Production Designer
Caroline Barclay (BFDG member) - Supervising Art Director and Art Dept team
Karl Liegis – Co-Producer
Nicky Earnshaw, Head of Production, See-Saw Films
Laurence Cooper  - Production Executive, See-Saw Films
Harriet Lawrence - Supervising Location Manager 
 Jackie Myburgh  - Apple TV



Key environmental sustainable successes and challenges  - overview

• Despite this ambitious production, Apple TV+ and 
See-Saw Films backed Co-Producer Karl Liegis’s 
desire to find and secure a full-time dynamic 
Sustainability Officer, something broadcaster, 
company or Co-Producer had not done before. The 
production team found Lily Limmer

• The Essex Serpent was an Albert Certified and 
accredited production. Emissions were calculated in 
great detail through to delivery and offset through 
Albert

• The sustainability team engaged all production 
crew, cast, executive and suppliers with the Green 
Memo – The Essex Serpent’s 10 point Carbon 
Reduction Plan

• This plan was enhanced along the production’s 
journey, collecting and measuring all emission’s 
data, with the aim of better understanding the 
barriers blocking a more sustainable industry 
(carbon emission data available)

• Biggest carbon emissions was from travel, followed 
by material use at 17%

• A comprehensive sustainability report was 
produced at the end of the production. This 
outlined the barriers to material and asset 
reuse, including a lack of co-ordinated 
procurement systems, siloed budgets, short 
strike times and lack of suitable storage 
facilities

• Recognising these issues during production, 
Lilly Limmer ensured production assets 
intended for storage went to CAMA 
Assetstore locally in Essex

• These assets were categorized online and 
photographed, enabling See-Saw Films to 
action efficient reuse and repurposing of key 
items, extending the lifecycle of each asset 
(and for items with IP issues, recycling 
responsibly)

• Lily also oversaw the reuse of a number of 
set pieces and materials, straight from set, 
working closely Apple TV+ and the props 
department



Sustainability in the Art Department

• On location nothing was built from scratch, instead they were 
adapted from existing buildings and locations in Essex (i.e. 
Cracknell Island cottage)

• Set Reuse: Two arctic trucks worth of set-build, including: an 
entire bedroom, 3 window-seat structures, floorboards, windows, 
stairs, a cupboard and exterior wall flats was donated to 
Ravensbourne University, for their filmmaking students

• A few tons of marble chip to Alt Rock, a company that makes 
terrazzo surfaces from recycled materials. 

• 10 doors and 4 windows to up-cycle an old ambulance into a 
live-in trailer.

Biodiversity

• To protect the salt marshes, the rule was “if you can’t carry you 
can’t take it” which was supported by the art department fully

• The Art Department worked closely with the Marine Department, 
who were very supportive of protecting the biodiversity of the 
area

• The Marine team used bicycles instead of minibuses to travel 
between the shoot location and unit base 

• Only 17 crew were allowed on marshes at any one time

• A 'Sustainable Sourcing' document was sent 
out to heads of departments and others 
responsible for purchasing materials (copy 
available for judges to review)

• This guide was intended to act as a cheat 
sheet for those short on time but big on 
protecting the planet. With sustainable 
supplier directories for each department, the 
guide was designed to help crew to minimise 
the impact of material use in three ways: 

1. Reusing existing materials
2. Buying virgin materials responsibly
3. Designing for disposal 
 
Questions were asked:
• Could your asset be made so that it can be 

disassembled again afterwards? 
• Could it be designed in such a way that it can 

be reused as another item or have another 
lease of life in an alternative form? 

• Could it be made from materials that 
biodegrade or can easily decompose? 



Sustainability Communication Strategy

• The sustainability team engaged all 
production crew, cast, executive and 
suppliers with the Green Memo – The 
Essex Serpent’s 10 point Carbon 
Reduction Plan

• Recognising the need to keep the crew on 
board, Lily produced Engaging Green 
Newsletters that went out every two 
weeks to keep the crew and cast 
motivated and informed. 

Example of content in the regular green newsletter



Selection of set pieces and materials donated to Ravensbourne



Sets being reused on a student production at Ravensbourne



Other environmental sustainable successes and challenges

• Energy and fuel on location has a relatively low impact 
(9.7%) due to the pioneering efforts of the lighting and 
camera teams

• Alarms were signalled of the consequences nitrogen 
oxides posted to local wildlife and crew, and on Week 5 
of the 21 week shoot, The Essex Serpent was using  
HVO’s exclusively in all generators

• Each supplier in turn agreed to the use of Neste 
renewable NExBTL, reducing the carbon emissions 
from generators by 90%

• 90% of the lighting was intelligent LED, powered by a 
hybrid generator, the Hussh Pod 30/40, a silent 
generator with 50kWWh of stored electric power

• Other cutting edge equipment used including Voltpax 
Portable 230V Battery packs and Volstax 5k Battery 
Generator

• Meat Free Mondays were in place from Day 1 of the 
shoot, as well as a veg pledge where crew and cast 
were encouraged to eat vegetarian at work for the 
duration of the shoot. All served with compostable 
Vegware utensils and containers

• Wherever possible the production chose to hire crew locally 
in Essex, reducing travel from London

• Reusable water bottles were provided for all cast and crew 
who did not already have one

• Accommodation was booked through Access Bookings due 
to their environmental awareness feature which graded 
properties based on their environmental credentials

• Initiatives to collect plastics to make eco-bricks and a clothes 
swap event to raise money for charity.  

• Integrating a waste disposal system across 4 locations was a 
challenge. Despite this, the on-location recycling was 
considered to be a success. 

• Hired Location One’s Eco Pod and captured valuable 
composting data (available to judges if required)

• Hard to recycle items were sent to TerraCycle drop off points 
(TerraCycle develops closed-loop solutions for various waste 
material)

• A comprehensive report was compiled by Lily Limmer 
outlining the challenges of working sustainably on 
production and recommendations for future Apple TV+ 
productions



Photos courtesy of Harriet Lawrence, Supervising Location Manager 


